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Bird’s-eye View
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Why Metacognitive Training?
Ø Many individuals with depression have suffered from their
symptoms for a long time and have already tried many
things to feel better.
Ø Often a number of factors contribute to the development of
depression – some of these factors are modifiable and
others are not.
Ø MCT-Silver provides strategies and information that can help
you reduce your symptoms.

Why Metacognitive Training?
Ø Of course your symptoms won’t disappear in an instant just
because of a single exercise or session – it takes time and
practice!
Ø In addition, you are ultimately your own specialist. You
already have a lot of experience with what helps or doesn’t
help you.
Ø We encourage you to try the exercises – even if they seem
strange or "too simple" at first.

Self-Esteem
("Compass Study II" by Calsidyrose)
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Self-Esteem: What is it?
Ø The value that a person attaches to him or herself
Subjective appraisal of one’s self
It does not have anything to do with
others experience or evaluate you
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Ø Subjective appraisal of one’s self
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What characterizes people with
high self-esteem?

("Super Grandpa" by Johanan Ottensooser)

Outwardly observable
Ø Voice: ??? clear, well-articulated, appropriate
volume
Ø Mimics/Gestures: ???eye contact, use
gestures to emphasize main points
Ø Posture: ???
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Ø Voice: clear, well-articulated, appropriate
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Outwardly observable
Ø Voice: clear, well-articulated, appropriate
volume
Ø Mimics/Gestures: eye contact, use gestures
to emphasize speech
Ø Posture: straight, uprightaufrecht

("Super Grandpa" by Johanan Ottensooser)

Exercise 1 – Posture
Üben Sie jetzt Ihre persönliche Körperhaltung für positives
Selbstwertgefühl ein. Beginnen Sie zunächst so:
Stehen Sie auf (ggf. bleiben Sie sitzen) und lassen sich „hängen“.
Richten Sie den Blick etwas nach unten, Schultern und Arme
baumeln lassen, den Rücken etwas gekrümmt
Gehen Sie mit dieser Haltung einmal durch den Raum!
Wie fühlt sich das an?

Exercise 1 – Posture
Now you can practice your posture for positive self-esteem.
Start off like this:
Stand up (if necessary, remain seated) and let yourself “hang”.
Look down, let your shoulders and arms dangle, curve your
back a little.
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Now try to stand as tall and upright as you can without
discomfort. Imagine stretching the crown of your head toward
the sky.
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outside world, but also has a positive influence on your inner
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self-esteem.
Ø Through your outer posture you can gain a new inner
attitude: a body language that radiates self-confidence
(standing upright, eye contact, firm voice), propagates itself
inwards and strengthens your confidence in yourself.

Exercise 1 – Posture
Ø An upright posture not only appears more confident to the
outside world, but also has a positive influence on your inner
self-esteem.
Ø Through your outer posture you can gain a new inner
attitude: a body language that radiates self-confidence
(standing upright, eye contact, firm voice), propagates itself
inwards and strengthens your confidence in yourself.
Ø What initially begins as an “act” becomes a real inner
attitude!
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To what extent are
you able to do
this?

Self-Esteem
+ Aging
(reproduced with kind pemission by rockypointcollectibles.easystorecreator.net/)

There are many different opinions
about aging...
Ingmar Bergmann
(Director)

Joan Collins
(Actress)

“Old age is like climbing a mountain.
The higher you get, the more tired and
breathless you become, but your views
become more extensive.”
“Age is just a number. It’s totally
irrelevant unless, of course, you
happen to be a bottle of wine.”

("Ingmar Bergman, 1966" by Joost Evers; "Joan Collins beim Monte-Carlo Television Festival (2012)" by Frantogian)
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There are many different opinions
about aging...
Heinrich Böll
(Author)

Jeanne Moreau
(Actress)

„Wie alt man geworden ist, sieht man
an den Gesichtern derer, die man jung
gekannt hat.“
„Alternde Menschen sind wie Museen:
Nicht auf die Fassade kommt es an,
sondern auf die Schätze im Innern.“

("Jeanne Moreau and Amos Gitai during filming of Plus Tard, 2008 " by Jacque fresco; "Heinrich Böll (1981)" by Bundesarchiv)
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“How old you've become can be seen
on the faces of those you knew young.”
“Old people are like museums – visited
not for the sake of the façade, but for
the sake of the treasures stored inside.”

How do you view aging?
("Jeanne Moreau and Amos Gitai during filming of Plus Tard, 2008 " by Jacque fresco; "Heinrich Böll (1981)" by Bundesarchiv)

You’re only as old as you feel?
In our culture the focus is often on trying to
stay young.
We are constantly inundated with
advertising about how to stay “young” and
“attractive”.
As a result, we often only pay attention to
the negative aspects of ageing. Wrinkles
and other marks of aging, which may add
character, are thus viewed as a problem.
("Barbie Basic" by Super Bejing)
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Attitudes toward ageing
Ø People with depression tend to
compare themselves to their former
(supposedly better) self or to
romanticize their past.
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Even if these thoughts
are true, are they
helpful?

Attitudes toward ageing
Ø NO!
Beim Vergleichen mit dem früheren
Selbst geraten die Aspekte des Alters
und Älterwerdens, die tatsächlich
positiv und schön sind, leicht in
Vergessenheit!
Wir werden nun versuchen, diese zu
identifizieren.

("Vintage 1966 Hair Beauty Ad, Clairol Loving Care Hair Color, "Hate That Gray? Wash It Away!" by Classic Film)

Attitudes toward ageing
Ø NO!
Ø When making comparisons with your
“younger” self, aspects of old age
and aging that are positive and even
beautiful are easily forgotten!
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Attitudes toward ageing
Ø NO!
Ø When making comparisons with your
“younger” self, aspects of old age
and aging that are positive and even
beautiful are easily forgotten!
Ø Let’s take a moment to try to identify
these.

("Vintage 1966 Hair Beauty Ad, Clairol Loving Care Hair Color, "Hate That Gray? Wash It Away!" by Classic Film)
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Aging
What do you think are the positive aspects of
getting older?
Ø Accumulating general knowledge (wisdom)
Ø A different life perspective (experience)
Ø For some: becoming a grandparent (a
different role than a parent)
Ø Less pressure to perform
Ø More freedom to do what you want with your
time
Ø . . . among other things!
("Matriarchal Lov" by Brandon Warren)
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Self-Worth and Mental Images
Ø Not only experiences, thoughts and body language influence
mood, but also mental images.
Ø For example, many individuals with depression report that
they associate certain inner images or metaphors with
depression.
Ø Some of these mental images can also have a negative
impact on self-image.
Are you familiar with such mental images?

Exercise 2
The following exercise can help you change these negative
images of yourself.
Achtung! Diese Übung ist gar nicht so leicht. Es ist eine völlig
andere Denkweise! Probieren Sie es aus – dann könnten Sie
sich entscheiden, ob es Ihnen hilft.

Exercise 2
The following exercise can help you change these negative
images of yourself.
Ø Beware! This exercise is not so easy. It's a completely
different way of thinking! Give it a try – then you can decide
whether it might help you.

Imagination Exercise
This exercise is about transforming your negative mental images
of yourself.

("Sad statue in Reykjavik" by futureatlas.com; "Spatz in der Hand" by Martin Reti; "kleine Schnecke" by Olisplanet)

Imagination Exercise
Step 1: How do you picture yourself when you
feel depressed?
Close your eyes and think of an image or
metaphor that you may have used to
characterize yourself, or one that you feel is
appropriate for you.
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Imagination Exercise
Step 2: What would be a more positive image
of yourself?
Close your eyes again. Try to find a more
pleasant image or metaphor. It could be a more
positive version of you, an animal, or an object.
Feel free to choose anything you would like. Let
your imagination run free to generate strong
and positive mental images!
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Imagination Exercise
Step 3: Transform the negative imageVerändern Sie
das negative Bild vor Ihrem geistigen Auge zu etwas
Schönem, Erhabenem oder Stolzem.
Lassen Sie Ihrer Phantasie freien Lauf, was für Sie
stärkende und kraftvolle Bilder und Vorstellungen sind!
Vorsicht! Das Zi el ist nicht die negative Vorstellung zu
unterdrücken – sondern sie zu verändern. So, wie ein
misslungenes Gemälde durch Verschönerung noch zum
Kunstwerk werden kann.
("no title" by Paul Csogi)

Imagination Exercise
Example: Using your inner eye, imagine the ugly, helpless
chick slowly becoming a proud eagle, which no one can harm.
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Imagination Exercise
Example: A sad-looking statue becomes Superman, who can
protect himself and others from all the negative in life.

("Sad statue in Reykjavik" by futureatlas.com; "Superman" by Ben Northern)

Imagination Exercise
Example: A snail becomes a horse that trots strongly and
proudly through life.

("Kleine Schnecke" by Olisplanet; "Proud" by Cowboy Dave)

Imagination Exercise
Example: An ugly blob fish, ignored and despised by everyone,
turns into a fast and strong cheetah.

(Zeichnungen von Fiona Braun)

Imagination Exercise
Caution! When completing these exercises, it is important to
develop your own personal mental images. You don’t have to
be Superman or a horse. Maybe you want to imagine a
completely different image or rather a more confident version
of yourself…

Imagination Exercise
Step 3: Transform the negative metaphor/image
Ø Close your eyes again. Transform the negative
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Step 3: Transform the negative metaphor/image
Ø Close your eyes again. Transform the negative
image in your mind’s eye into something beautiful,
strong, and/or proud.
Ø Try to imagine the positive image in as much detail
as possible.
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Imagination Exercise
When you have completed the transformation
with your mind’s eye, assume your posture for
positive self-esteem:
Ø Stretch your shoulders back and push your
chest forward
Ø Stretch the crown of your head toward the sky

("mvbird" by Marianna)

Imagination Exercise
When you have completed the transformation
with your mind’s eye, assume your posture for
positive self-esteem:
Ø Stretch your shoulders back and push your
chest forward
Ø Stretch the crown of your head toward the sky
Become taller as you imagine rising like a
Phoenix from the ashes!

("mvbird" by Marianna)

Imagination Exercise
To go one step further, you can also think of
positive statements to go along with your
mental image, such as “I am allowed to be
strong and proud” (it may feel strange,
unpleasant or even embarrassing at first due
to beliefs like, “Self-praise is no praise at
all.”, etc.).

(Zeichnungen von Fiona Braun)

Imagination Exercise
How well were you able to engage in the exercise?
Did it feel strange?
Natürlich können weder diese kurze Übung noch die anderen
Übungen, die im MKT präsentiert werden, eine chronische,
tiefsitzende Depression im Nu reduzieren! Dies braucht
regelmäßige Übung und Zeit.
Studien belegen allerdings, dass Übungen zu inneren Bildern
und Körperhaltung bei regelmäßiger Anwendung einen sehr
positiven Effekt auf die Stimmung ausüben. Das passiert nicht
über Nacht – lassen Sie sich darauf ein!

Imagination Exercise
How well were you able to engage in the exercise?
Did it feel strange?
Ø Of course neither this short exercise nor the other exercises
presented in MCT can reduce chronic, deep-seated
depression in an instant! This requires regular practice and
time.

Imagination Exercise
How well were you able to engage in the exercise?
Did it feel strange?
Ø Of course neither this short exercise nor the other exercises
presented in MCT can reduce chronic, deep-seated
depression in an instant! This requires regular practice and
time.
Ø However, studies have shown that exercises involving
mental images and posture have a very positive effect on
mood when used regularly. This does not happen overnight try it out!
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Learning Points
Ø Self-worth is the worth that a person places on him or
herself.
Ø Think about the mental images you have of yourself. Try to
find a positive, strong image of yourself.
Ø Work toward a balanced self-awareness; for example, by
keeping a daily joy diary.
Ø When you compare yourself with others or with your younger
self, try to be fair! Also consider the positive aspects of
getting older.

Homework:
The story of a count…
… he became very, very old because he was an enjoyer of life, “par excellence.”
He never left his house without a handful of beans in his pocket. He did not
chew the beans. No, he took them with him so that he could more consciously
notice the wonderful times of the day and he could count them.
For every positive moment that he experienced throughout the day – for
example, a friendly chat on the street, a laughing woman, a delicious meal, a
fine cigar, a shaded place in the midday heat, a glass of good wine – for
everything that pleased the senses, he moved a bean from his right jacket
pocket to the left. Sometimes he moved two or three beans at one time.
In the evenings, he sat at home and counted the beans in his left jacket pocket.
He celebrated these minutes. In this way, he reminded himself of how many
pleasant moments he experienced that day, and this made him happy. And,
even on days in which he counted merely one bean, the day was successful – it
was worth living.

Unknown source

Thanks for your attention!
Trainers: handout worksheets!
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/aussieman02/890874191/in/photolist2mHXRR-hBZnX-cRaCB5-6wy8W-aE4xzF-hBZr8-6pkcio-78QEgj-hBZwJhBZtr-nPNgmu-61Bni2-7mEEmd-MAjZV-fwQh5A-8vnKvW-3g63qv-8pA9KfcvjFsL-qDFzZ5-5vWmir-7kfAkN-8CqXQQ-8pA9Xd-93Btnz-hBZag-7mqB8RoubAbD-afhWha-8pwUQg-hBZg3-8pwXnR-3fpHa1-aubNs3-8pwYDBhBZcC-8pA7DY-5nUH5o-8Vf3nR-eQu5aK-88ycyD-4UtjX-5R41Wt-meJ1Va7wkA8V-oGXXy-6psje5-V4ifYs-7mnv5X-5ouajg

Maze Cheat

CC

17.04.18

Calsidyrose

https://www.flickr.com/photos/calsidyrose/5716577535/in/photolist-8uS8xg8uS8vp-q6JqDB-23kJdbQ-5CHakp-6dtg4Y-waFYVL-6chQwM-ew46JX9H9XkD-kjpXZd-GsACw4-8vKtZy-pzz75j-r4nLvt-osiptt-ev6pju-aYCNz4G4yEhr-874kCc-21qDK1G-5XQraD-djoY2w-8rBYUj-6XSLDU-8FEePhqLMU2N-ohRe7t-25NjKFU-9NJAiA-FqTdBx-9QpcqV-JzrDQp-p7gE6nobYZ87-5zGNnY-ZHpy2E-5CHar6-x7j8m4-25ivDJy-q3dv8x-p6RTBZdnmTSb-8uVbx5-VGgbb2-cweZrj-9Sb8F2-hk4QCs-4zDWay-diZau9

Compass Study II

CC

05.06.18
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FuFu Wolf

https://www.flickr.com/photos/fufuwolf/6533892673/in/photolist-aXnUDXaJdoEV-aQE7qt-j1gH3J-2WNNyD-5tjZz3-bHqe2c-8oeToU-ndCnA8-77xub14zxSfT-qbssv-nccfCE-qbsvg-nvrzmk-6Mf2gY-5XFDwW-54j5si-5aewgA4QG86V-fS9uoR-5acPuf-dxhVgC-27iaN31-23StCHW-9N2x9q-31ZjZi6Z7WVw-8cz7fL-aQZ1H-cqerRo-63YPJ2-oNCWsX-GRP2jt-5aacBx5a8eCc-5af5CA-5adqkb-5aaouF-ZNGnPp-5a7Ym4-CuRWRh-9Ziy7V8NMTD2-5hEitS-6v4MLs-omutEB-B657K-bNyueV-6HNwU7

Finanzen-EZBEuro

CC

14.06.18

Johanan Ottensooser

https://www.flickr.com/photos/oatsandsugar/6096119614/in/photolistahGcYA-7PXsYQ-6gGJ1t-QJnPZJ-dec23W-kQueYQ-bkcFhj-5LWCjvbHX3K2-coRCeS-coRBWG-coRDcs-gTpRmB-q5cova-e3QFci-e3MYVagTpJ7Z-gTpDSh-q5atKK-5YkHKM-5Y4WSA-bkcD2Q-rGEEG-a1UTH49NE5dm-by7z8M-QJnRn3-9VNCa8-coRPLJ-kbKy5-5ZGEPU-iyqDv856nyUC-9jDDLv-bkcGWQ-nhV4QH-nzpWZT-e3TFKd-q53yFQ-qmq3T6ppBKJL-qjk8iA-qmqBbH-e3TChA-gTpaJo-XvegkS-gTpeui-rZcCC-pEnVGM9vHUDH

Super Grandpa

CC

03.09.18

Martin Reti

https://www.flickr.com/photos/martinreti/6821660306/in/photolist-boNMWSezhdQZ-66mqz1-6zbSxq-cBGJej-4Hixb-PDPxUF-4RrqmV-8qwdVa-iHhLSGoS4ug-HNjo2v-bCAn2h-8qwezH-iHhQS-a2o8Cc-nsK1Yc-c3bA8U-i9WQt8N4x65-HHKDrE-8qzmAj-8qzmg1-eHWeV9-83xbtb-f41vA7-c3bzsu81L6QF-c3bErW-VXdGwE-fPYiWu-LvpbG-gXj9oH-bRv5TT-cDXD19dngpLU-bRv4rT-9LLkNF-8yqHQG-s9wxyn-81L8dP-ddihCg-81PsWuiYzHwn-81Pg1u-cAs89E-cpqUfo-4NDeE7-bCuRLa-bToexF

Spatz in der Hand

CC

14.06.18
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Olisplanet

https://www.flickr.com/photos/olisplanet/6100389341/in/photolist-ai56dzUgipzq-UQkxZA-UYrSwa-TWrX2z-pPbyLa-USmxz9-8zLDr8-qNB2SwS7o9tp-cWdzfh-adESjv-To9DEM-UrExf6-cXdPgN-ekBEY7-UCqZaATeTV23-VibtkN-pw8bDb-asSpQc-WyDDVx-bUJvh5-nsaDTm-h4NPtphUqqa8-psogtB-oziZ4t-5otpB6-9nscgw-UxLSiN-eJchKZ-okLaNr-2758QiY29zWSD-oYoXEk-nEJQ89-ocEACQ-5d7Gky-qB5s2i-VMvQim-WbyUyqWzsuEj-bXJUqd-W8rfdS-Utpgi3-RSkgfo-cSkbLo-s6sdyA-QkmoFh

Kleine Schnecke

CC

14.06.18

Paul Csogi

https://unsplash.com/photos/wgLPy2YBXuc

No title

Free Image

14.06.18

Ben Northern

https://www.flickr.com/photos/bnorthern/218867619/in/photolist-kkKHD7qpZxj-8WCHg-73MBcf-qCPTdm-73MAJo-boqvqz-4aMg3-Nxev8-diULjGiHkKgJ-UwBvjs-9PdUv9-5UDsqB-73MATU-Du9Ys-57ptxv-e2RXCa-4aMpG9YN2A1-9dswka-4rCVdq-hzQFj-angBrt-b1BCR6-9mb54L-4aMjr-5kYABR3ctKKC-a8rYC-7jeSEt-57x82b-teZ8h-6u1tA-6HZJwG-fASpk8-poXi1S4CLzAG-8sergi-Je6f6-7J6R9Q-27nLgPb-6rP6m3-4aMY3-4U1p7U-4aMAuop3cB-yrCmH-4aLwG-4aLW2

Superman

CC

15.06.18

Cowboy Dave

https://www.flickr.com/photos/8494589@N06/2042560585

Proud

CC

15.06.18

6ustav0

https://www.flickr.com/photos/9700021@N07/727938288/in/photostream/

Fenix 002

CC

15.06.18

futureatlas.com

https://www.flickr.com/photos/87913776@N00/1645381089

Sad statue in
Reykjavik

CC

14.06.18
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Jacque fresco

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Jeanne_Moreau#/media/File:J
eanne_Moreau.jpg

Jeanne Moreau
and Amos Gitai
during filming of
Plus Tard, 2008

Free image

29.05.18

Christian Newman

https://unsplash.com/photos/o1PKM7-8AH4

Elderly woman
with care worn
face laughs in
black and white
photo

Free image

29.05.18
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Jacque fresco

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Jeanne_Moreau#/media/File:J
eanne_Moreau.jpg

Jeanne Moreau
and Amos Gitai
during filming of
Plus Tard, 2008

CC

15.06.18
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Bundesarchiv

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heinrich_B%C3%B6ll#/media/File:Bundesarchiv
_B_145_Bild-F062164-0004,_Bonn,_Heinrich_B%C3%B6ll.jpg

Heinrich Böll
(1981)

CC

15.06.18

Joost Evers

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ingmar_Bergman#/media/File:Ingmar_Bergman
_(1966).jpg

Ingmar Bergman,
1966

CC

15.06.18

Frantogian

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joan_Collins#/media/File:Joan_Collins__Monte-Carlo_Television_Festival.jpg

Joan Collins beim
Monte-Carlo
Television Festival
(2012)

CC

15.06.18

Super Bejing

https://www.flickr.com/photos/99127930@N03/9353764219/in/photolistffyudT-nbtXs5-bakHe8-aiz9xk-Swpkx-aEXQPZ-8HRM9n-aEXRnM-fsyo7oWFQLJ-65KMCN-JbTymp-ojbSha-8jmZCh-z363ec-aiBW2E-aiA3H4onagLr-bAZkb7-on9uFu-ajbyG6-5HLGu6-4y2Qbp-xPgk91-qpXcxQ-7B5cZupST9jE-pdGjg6-m1Sj1p-2WFTJV-JdBbcY-7TGF1z-bakFNp-86aXyEjD96uD-287kRUX-7p4uJz-287kSic-86aTaA-81BWWi-45vBVj-mQzGe783Viqm-oWMjJZ-akbUju-acbwzf-j1g4xR-axvLEH-8HuSTz-acbFWL

Barbie Basic

CC

15.06.18
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Classic Film

https://www.flickr.com/photos/29069717@N02/16023768004/in/photolistqiJaKy-UJvWZB-45afe2-CpT6s1-9xLSu6-7dKEyr-BuNCQr-fBhVk1-ibr4AhVag8tb-rqKL2Z-vedzAc-nuWWeM-jbWnQK-bmTMoB-c5zE3j-nM9AJ6s7nurP-kHpoo7-dxpM1p-qxTVq9-qpXZY9-ouWsr9-8LtgcY-5DRPPA-nxuyrVRLDjT3-p9gXn6-5TBJnA-x4sz5q-5AKEPx-fwxHkh-7T3Q6R-qDTeB1ngySw3-jxVhVS-aegTY3-944qeV-7pwTcc-pvPbQc-WFaHzW-jDUdUHaN6J2p-p9gXwz-kFxrB6-RNgNS2-oZyyj6-nyJ2kV-8dGGxU-p8DLbW

Classic Film
Vintage 1966 Hair
Beauty Ad, Clairol
Loving Care Hair
Color, "Hate That
Gray? Wash It
Away!"

CC

15.06.18

Brandon Warren

https://www.flickr.com/photos/brandoncwarren/4905494614/

Matriarchal Love

CC

15.06.18

Marianna

https://www.flickr.com/photos/97021901@N00/5019550/sizes/o/

mvbird

CC

19.06.18

Fiona Braun

----

Zeichnungen von
Küken, kleine
Ente und Adler für
Imagery
Rescripting
Manual
angefertigt.

---

---
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Ivan Jevtic

https://unsplash.com/photos/p7mo8-CG5Gs

Charming red rose
photo

Free Image

05.02.19

Aaron Burden

https://unsplash.com/photos/Bn2rzIYM53g

Fall maple tree
photo

Free Image

05.02.19
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